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Ivanka Vasilevska*

TIIE MACEDONIAN QUESTION: A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

There it is that simple land of seizures and expectations / That

taughttn"''ioi'*i"*ii'pu'intio'ii'"ian/Butnobodyy:;;::;

Ahstract

In the second half of the XIX century on the Balkan political stage the Macedonian question

was separated as a special nlrasg,rro* ihe great F'astem q"ttii""'"without the-serious support

by the Western p";;;; and without rti"t?J"'ian millei ffi; borders of the Empire' this

question u..u*..u'r.ri-c[rJi*" k,,ot i;;irich, until tr" p"""i1i*t" will entangle and leave

their impact trr" ,.re-dl.tist aspiratio"t-rot domination "';i;;;;aoniu 
and its population by

the Balkan co*ntries - Greece, gorg"l""""d Serbia' Tht ;;;*q"ence of the Balkan wars and

the world war r *u. tt " 
territorial diil;;;i;1rr*y 11r..il;i"' 

After the collapse of the

ottoman Empire, the territory "rM#;;;;;"; 
Ji'ia'a ;;";*i*ia' G113-ce and Bulgaria'

an actof the Bu*.u' countrils *hi.h;;,;J of being 'u"tio"""o 
has received an approval'

with the 
"orrnr*ution 

of their legitirna.y ;;. *i r, ,["-ir.lii". introduced bv the versaiiles

world order. DividJ with the state b';"Jerr, ;;"; iqrt,h; Macedonian nation was submitted

to a sever. ..orro*ic exploitati"r,'p"irrirrt .a"pr*utio-n, 
national non-recognition and

oppression, *itt 
-u-nnar 

goal _ to't."Lirrrr.u,y riquidated. In essence,^the Macedonian

question was not recognized u".uo "rf,ii" 
p'"Uf"* 9t;'"* il "o,'aitiotttfrom 

the past and

thepowerturp'opug"du*u'11n1.oi;;:"h';;*1teJ;f"*?;'iJ'ifr t:1ffi 1t!

#ffi 
,ft #ttfir**11f, tJ:'Jil'.'.'"'#i";,";;;"ttreatedu,'u-g.og'uphical

term, and trre ettrnic origin of the ;;'il*' i4 llt M;;tJ""i'" territorY was considered

exclusively as a .olost heid", i.e. as I natio" which i' tith;;-s;ian' Greek or Bulgarian' on

the account of this situation a*irg trr" "rii* 
pt'ioo b#;ilt **t' tt'" Serbs' Greeks and

the Bulgari*, *.r" .rnified arouna tr" po'ittl tl':fil *i'itr"tttv i*t:lthe existence of

the separat. *r..o"rirr ia.*i v. s.ruil """'"d 
th" M;;J;;i;nt i" tr" vardar part "south

Serbs,,, eulguria claimed that th-e Macedonian' *t'Jloif i'g 
"ttt^Uut 

ourely Bulgarian

people, *na crJ.""-"n i r"a ,rr. rtrr.J""ir* to be ':s'#""''n?-* Greeks"' before finally

giving tt 
"m 

tt e-ill.-; g.rGuriu^r;. i;" Macedonian q"ffi f"r1""l1t-*t shadow of the

oblivionbythegreatEurop.u,,,o*"rswhich*.,.th.creatorsandsignersofthe
aforemenrioned iniemational treatiJrli"'in,.'."ra,,,"" tr,.-r.aur.aonian ouestion patiently

waited for the next chance to be *-rr*"iir.d, until th.;dibM held on 2nd of August 1944'

It was exactly then where tt. ,1#r1*r$U; ;.yr,:#; il* ivtuceaooian people carried

throughout "* irr" 
changes and.destiny's iemptations, got 1':,"tpttttive 

form with the

creati on or r. a.ruirur-u" 
" 
JLi u *i rtrir lt . l orders'o f th e AvN o J Yu go sl avt a'

*{"r

In the second half of the XIX century on

question *u. ,tpututed as a special phase from

question alone seemed minor compared to the

the Balkan political stage the Macedonian

,r,. 
"e,.-i ety 

i.,H,;t$l*T-il,,lil:Eastem questton. tt

. Ivanka Valisevska' PhD' Associate

Primus Law l-acultY
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specific structure of the population, the geographical connections, the development of the
trade and the historical cultural heritage. Since its beginning this national question was met
by the territorial aspirations of the Balkan neighbors, is well as by the posiiion of the Great
powers aiming to maintain the status quo within the Ottoman Empire. For these reasons, the
Macedonian question since its emergence, undoubtedly it was largely related to the Turkish
question. In the following historical decades to the present days iievolved, transformed and
at certain moments disappeared and emerged again, always under the lucid monitoring of the
Balkan state entities which were formed during the XIX century. Without the serious r.tpport
by the westem powers and without Macedonian millet in the borders of the nmpire, this
question became a real Gordian knot in which, until the present times, will entangle and leave
their impact the irredentist aspirations for domination over Macedonia and its population by
the Balkan countries - Greece, Bulgaria and Serbia. Therefore, knowing the historical
development upon which the Balkan national states were created during ttre itX century and
at the beginning of the XX century, we can freely conclude that on the Balkan Peninsula, the
states were created first and the nations afterwards.l

ln a general overview, it is nearly impossible to give a complete chronological review
of the Macedonian question. Therefore, the overall piciure for the opening of t[is question
can be explained from several different aspects.

Fiist of all, within the administrative affangement of the Ottoman Empire, Macedonia
did not exist as a separate administrative unit. The geographical territorial unit Macedonia in
essence included the Vilayets of Kosovo, Skopje, Manastir and Salonika. This geographical
unit which belonged to the European pari of the great Ottoman Empire led directly io the
Straits and, thankfully to the Vardar Valley, through the Peninsula's backside exited directly
to the Mediterranean Sea.

The term Macedonia in the XIX century was used solely as a geographical region.
The people who lived in this region were equated with the Greeks, Serbs, Bulgarians and
Albanians' During the Conference in Constantinople in 1876 and, on the Berlin -ongress in
1878, the representatives of the Great powers considered that the region had very mixed
ethnic composition in which the Bulgarians dominated. It was believed that the second main
pretender is Greece, while Serbia held the weak third place. Since the beginning of the state,s
establishment of Bulgaria, Greece and. Serbia, the Macedonian qo"Jtioo ii the national
agendas on the Balkan Peninsula represented an actual apple of diicord. Firstly, they were
calling upon the Orthodox element which dominated u*ong the population in Macedonia and
through it they deflned the population's identity. The initializing of the term Macedonian
salad - une salade Macedoine, demonstrates how the history and the identity were
intertwined with the activities of the Orthodox church, which through the influences of their

' 1n.) In this sense, it is interesting to note the opinion of Jovan Donev, u,ho in the fbreword ot'the Maccdonian
edition ol thc collection of texts "Maceclonian Culture, Historiographl'. politics',, edited by Vil<tor Rudometof,
states: "The tholtsand years of inf'luence olthe Byzantine commonr.vealth combinecl u,ith the ncarly five century
rule of the ottoman Empire, creatcd snch a mixture ol languages. cultures and rc-ligions, u,hich not even the
most objective distinction could create an ethnicaliy compact country. Even nrore. the great pou,crs. rvhose
influence u'as flnal in the drau'ing of the borclers, did not pay enough attention to the ethnic principle. Therefbre,
for the new elitcs. one of the stroltgest instrumcnts for stabilization of the intcrnal relations in tl.re neu.ly createci
countries was the historiography. Through its tirelcss use \ .as createcl ancl reinfbrced the rrational consciousncss
of the population. The need to gct separated from their neighbors, the primordial Orthodox teldcncy to establish
an unbreakable bond between the living and the bones of the clead. contributed to the scientiflc verification of
the ditferent stories anil myths... Sloii'Iy but certainly. the habit. the rlomestic upbringing. thc- basic principle of
the craflsrrcn organizations - to live in tolerance. in peace u,ith the neighbor and to respect his culture and
tladition - begun to erode..." Py:forre'ro@, Buxrop, Muxer)oucxonto npulLtt:ltue. Espo Ea:rraH llpecc, Cxonje,
2003. p. IX.



own centers incited the interests of the local population, entangling them all together with the
issues of the ethnic background and the national identity.

The second very important feature which conditioned the Macedonian question at the
beginning of its opening can be found in the determination of the structure of the population
in the region Macedonia within the Ottoman Empire, as well as by the activities which
occupied this population at the time. In the XIX century and at the beginning of the XX
century the structure of the population of Macedonia was in the biggest amount rural. Eighty
percent of the population was tied to the agrarianrelations and therefore the main concern of
this population was regarding the bare existence. Connected to the structure of the
population, the next important factor was the question of the church. Until 1870 the main
pretender also on the national plan for the Macedonian population was Greece, led by the
Patriarchate of Constantinople. With the forming of the Bulgarian Exarchate in 1870 was also
carried out the division of the same population on the confessional plan. With the emergence
of the Serbian2, and a bit later of the Romanian propaganda, the propa ganda battles of the
Balkan monarchies for supremacy over the territory of the Ottoman possession in this
territory generally had crashed over the varieties of the ethnic, religious, political and
ideological rainbows of the population in Macedonia.

Starting from the period of the Eastern crisis (1875-1878) until the formaiion of the
Macedonian liberation movement in 1893, the Macedonian question has received a greater
actualization. The Eastern question certainly pointed out to the Macedonian question as well,
which especially after the outbreak of the Bosnian-Herzegovinian uprising from 1875 got its
unique kind of expression. Mainly, this can be observed through the Razlovtsi insurrection in
1876, whose main platform was consisted in: the struggle against the Turkish authority, the
connecting with the resistance of the other Balkan peoples and most directly to the Bosnian-
Herzegovinian uprising and the liberation of Macedonia.3 Further on, the same can be seen
also through the main goals of the Macedonian (Kresna) uprising from 1878. Their goals
were to eradicate the feudal Ottoman system, demanding equality for all the citizens before
the laws of the liberated Macedonian country, regardless of the nationality and religion, the
collaboration and mutual activities with the neighboring Balkan countries, as well as to
collaborate with the Albanian revolutionary movement.a Despite these unsuccessful attempts,
their influence had reflected not only on the perception of the local Ottoman authorities, but
also on the diplomatic correspondence of the great European powers, which noted it and
started to follow the centrifugally smothered local uprisings in Macedonia. As a result to the
strong pressure by the Great powers over the Ottoman Empire, in the spring 1880 the Empire
started to prepare a constitution (project) to reform the vilayets in the European part of the
Ottoman Empire. This reformation undertaking resulted from the Article 23 of the Berlin
Treaty and was supposed to reflect the liberal tendencies for inclusion of the non-Muslim
population within the local administration. Considering the favorable conditions and the

' The Serbian propaganda in Macedonia dates since 1868.
*"During the governtrent of Stojan Novakovii begun a real political. diplomatic, cultural and educational
offensive of Serbia towards Turkey, i.c. Macedonia. Novakovic u,as vindicator fbr the rapprochcment r,vith
Turkey and in that sense he believed that through the maintaining of good relatiorrs u,ith Turkey thev cor-rld be
able to rcalize the Serbian interests in Macedonia and in OIcl Serbia, rvhich understood the building of a bigger
number of Serbian churches ar.rd schools." - B<ryBogulJ,M., Cp5rya, (.ptt(:Ko tllnnotu€ tr Typcxa xpctjetr XIX u

noqemKolt XX cexa, Mellyirapo.rrru HayqHr4 cxyn "Hclalr. 6a.-rxas l.r Be"rrnxe cale", I{cropnjcxrr rJHcTr.rryr
CAHY, Beorpal. 1997. p.377.
-t [oaroeanr, B,,ra.ao. Ipx:cutt,trrtet,pHLtotil KapLttintep HLt (toL:nt(tHujatnu tl npe6LlpgLblm6 (tg Mctxer)outtfct eo
Ilc'mo,tutrntrt xpuzu 1875- 1881. l;racHux 40 2 1996. p. 1 - 26.I Regarding the Albanian revolutionary movement, see more in: Eapr:r, llerep. A,t(tuut1u, Clio,200 I .p.94
I4t.



attention of the Great powers towards the reformation processes in the Empire, at the same
time two institutions addressed them in the name of the Macedonian movement, demanding
political and national autonomy of Macedonia. Those were the Macedonian league and the
National Assembly of Macedonia "Edinstvo" (Unity).s ttre genesis of the Macedonian
national revolutionary movement represents the era which officially started on 23rd of
October 1893. This historic act distinguishes and compiles two turning points of the
Macedonian revolutionary history which had an essential influence over the development of
the Macedonian question and at the same time over the entire Balkan diplomatic behavior
between the two world wars. The several decades of the Macedonian national revolutionary
movement's struggle, had the idea to establish an autonomous, independent and sovereign
country Macedonia as its final goal.

With the emergence of the Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (MRO) in 1893
in Salonica, its foundational goals were set mainly towards the struggle for gaining autonomy
for Macedonia under the suzerainty of the Ottoman Empire.6 Under the motto "Macedonia to
the Macedonians", the Internal Revolutionary Organization within the period of one decade
succeeded to gain an exceptional significance for the entire Macedonian population. Its
political platform did not take in its regard the aspirations of the Balkan neighbors, nor the
geostrategic interests of the Great powers, thus challenged everyone altogether around the
future of 

'the 
Macedonian question, which above all, did not favor the interests of its

neighbors. All this later appeared to be fatal not only for the Organization, but also for the
destiny of Macedonia. "The emergence and.the eventual success of the 'political separatism'
for the Balkan monarchies meant losing the possibility to appear before the European opinion
as 'the only protector of their compatriots in the Ottoman Empire', and along with thit, was
the inability for them to rcalize their own conquering intentions. Exactly for those reasons all
of them, but not together, on one way or another, wanted to destroy the Macedonian
revolutionary movement. In this sense, Bulgaria worked the most."7

Bulgaria, calling upon the historical background, felt most challenged regarding the
resolving of the Macedonian question. This country was constantly adopting the Macedonian
question as it was its own and equated it with the Bulgarian question. Developing a platform
for liberation of its Bulgarian brothers, by the end of the 1894 the country's mechanisms
successfully infiltrated and changed the appearance of the autochthonous Maced.onian
revolutionary movement. The instrument which served for this intention was the Supreme
Macedonian Committee in Sofia, which was created by the Macedonian revolutionary
activists, but soon it was brought under the control of the Bulgarian military circles. Througil

t Mor. on the topic in: [nivtcncxrl. flonoecxn. lflxapi.r*, Anocro.qcxlr. Mctxeiorrcxctrtttr .i[uza Lt ycqld1gt]t .jci
d1tt+t'acuo .yped.r'ea*e uu Maxedoutrjtt od 1880, Mnc,,ra, Cxouje, 19g5.

" "The main initiator fbr realization of the iciea ol the Maced.onian Revolutior.rary Organization was Damjan
Gruev. On his initiative, on 23'd of Octoberi'4'hof November 1893 in Salonica was held the fbuncling meeting of
MRO. On it u'ere present: Dame Gruev (fiom the village Srnilevo. Bitola region). peter pop Arsor, (tiom r,.
Bogomila, Veles region). Hristo Tatardev (Resen), Ivan Haji Nikolov (Kukush), Andon Dirnitrov (r,.. Ajvatovo,
Salonica region) and Hristo Batandjiev (Gurnenje). According to the birth pace. three olthe tbr"rnders oIMRO
origin frorn the territory of the todar,'s Republic of Macedonia, and the other three front the part of Maceclonia
which today is in the composition of Greece. On the fbuncling meeting the sir olthem. since they statcci that in
the Ottoman Empire therc are no conciitions for improvement of thc position of the Christian populatign in a

legal manner. unanimously accepted the idea to constitutc a revolutionary organization." - IIonoecKU, B,
foprt'ree, B. To.qopoecxn, Avxocxa, B. CosdtteuHtctno H{t (o6pe.trcHuntu -ttuxar)oucxtt t)p.tx:tteu, Maxegoucxa
peu, Cronje, 2014, p. 49.

'.4o,rau, Iosail. lv[en'rrttpttdrntnte no.TuntltLtKu uL'neKntLt tttt lptrntttucxo - pll.Kunllt npo?po.vu ta pe(top.ttu uu
)Vlaxedouttla 1907 - lg)d,Yauzepstrrer ..Cs. KrEpn.,r H Mero;1nj" - Cxorrje, Ilpaaelr $arvnrer. 1992. p. 66.



it, Bulgaria aimed to repress the Macedonian movement and to take over the entire
administration over the Macedonian revolutionary activities. Such dualism and the struggle
for supremacy between the two centers apparently complicated the organizationof the Ilinden
uprising, which despite the other factors, and especially after the assassination of Goce
Delcev, started in 1903 and for a very short period of time was cruelly crushed by the
Ottoman military forces.

It is important to highlight that the establishment of the Macedonian revolutionary
movement, from the beginning of the preparations for its formation during the year 1892 until
the activities and goals set by the revolutionary organization, for the history of the
Macedonian people represents the moving force and the genesis in which were accumulated
the wishes of the Macedonians for realization of the political participation in the Balkan
processes. Even more important is that with this act the Macedonian revolutionary movement
gained organizational and meaningful nature which in the following historical phases will
lead the movement throughout numerous dramatic temptations, polarizations and internal
clashes. These occasions in the following periods of the development of the Macedonian
revolutionary movement unavoidably will lead to differentiating regarding the basic program
goals and with the foundational principles in the Organrzation, and will reflect into its setup
as well as into its structure. [n fact, due to all these processes have been created, according to
the many essential characteristics, the two diametrically opposed physiognomies of the
internal Macedonian revolutionary organization. These two parallels are representing the
movement from the formation of the Macedonian revolutionary organization, throughout the
period of the Ilinden uprising, as well as the two years after this uprising, until the Balkan
wars in l9l2/I3 (TMORO/IMORO) and the movement before the beginning of the Balkan
wars, until the period of the beginning of the World War II.

The National Revolutionary Movement (MRO), defining the goals and values of its
striving as we already mentioned previously, since the beginning of its establishment, has put
on its agenda the resolving of the Macedonian national question, through formation of ihe
Macedonian state. This meant that'the struggle started with the preparations to attain the
sovereignty on the territory of ethnic Macedonia. This struggle essentially conditioned the
existence of MRO, to be defended from the extemal breaches into the sovereign principles of
the organization, as well as from the internal streams which could serve in favor of the
foreign intentions and influences. Or, with other words, the demand for political autonomy
within the Ottoman Empire was meant to be a transitional phase on the road to the
establishing of the Macedonian state. This imperative was most explicitly expressed by the
great revolutionary activist Goce Delcev, who said: ... Vhoever wishes to merge (Macedonia)
to Bulgaria or Greece, can be considered as a good Bulgarian or Greek, but not a good
Macedonian.s

After the determination of the fundamental aims of the Organization in 1893e and
189410 and after the establishment of the Central Macedonian Revolutionary Corn*itt."ii,
tAHtroHoe-flo:rjarrcxu,Xprlcro, 

fc.tue,fletuec, llpernttxa,ronrII.Ky.nrypa,Cxonje. 1972.p. 10.e The created organization, according to the claim ol Dr. Hristo Tatarchcv. rvas callecl Macedonian
Revolutionarv Organization... On the follolr,ing two mectings, by the cnd of 1893, i.vas observed the position in
Macedonia and r.verc discussed the mcasures rvhich u,ere supposed to be takcn fbr acccleration of the process of
organizing and of the organizational activities of MRO. It u,as also discussed about the inclusion of the Odrin
region, which at the beginning rvas not takcn into accourrt, Was taken thc position tliat thc revolutionary acti'ity
should be also spread in tl.rc region rvith Slavic Orthodox population ancl the sarxe "to be inclucled in the
autonomous Macedonia. More on the topic in: 1-p Xpncro Tarapvee. Cnotterur, dex.1,.ycuntu, -urtmepuf a;ru. I!.
En;rrpcru, CoSur. 1989. p.27.

"' When the new constitutiot.t of the organization lvas adoptccl, prepared by Petar Pop Arsov.
rr As flrst presid.ent rvas clected Dr. Hristo Tatarchcr,, and as a Secretary-treasurer Darnjan Gruev.



the revolutionary wave gradually spread itself among the Macedonian people, therefore
pointing out to the necessity of convocation of a second congress of MRO in Salonica, on
which the character of the revolutionary fight was set to be determined along with its
strategic goals, as well as to find solutions for the questions regarding the organization,
ideology and program. on the Congress in Salonica in isqo was determined that the name of
the Organizatron will be Secret Macedonian-Odrin Revolutionary Oryanization (TMORO)
and important decisions were made which directed the road ahead for the Macedonian
revolutionary movement.

With the making of the decision to form the Emigrant representative office of
TMORO in Sofia, the foundation was laid for diplomatic activities of the Organization;
however, this action in fact will bring the destiny of tn. revolutionary movement into the
hands of the Bulgarian irredentist politics, which lntended, with the use of the Macedonian
emigration in Bulgaria, to infiltrate into the revolutionary circles and to displace the base of
the Macedonian national liberation movement. The second very importunt *o-rnt in the
history of MRO was the starting of the Ilinden uprising in 1903. Although the uprising started
in exceptionally unfavorable conditions in orgaiizatio-nal sense, it is an-exceptional historical
moment in the history of the Macedonian people. The Ilinden uprising b"ru*. a strong
inspiration among the people regarding the issence of the struggle for creating a national
statesmanship.

With the beginning of the revolutionary activities of the uprising, the Central
Committee of IMoRo through the Emigrant representative office of the Organization,sent a
Declaration to the European capitals with whi&, among the other things, itt.o on them to
advocate before the Supreme Porte in Constantinople ior giving autoiomy to Macedonia,
according to the Article 23 from the Berlin peace freaty.

The demands were:
I' Autonomy for Macedonia with a general govemor, independent from the
goveflrment of the ottoman Empire in the performing of the function;
2. lntemational protec tor ate for autonomous Macedonia;
3' Collective international control with broadest rights for use of sanctions as a
secured guarantee for efficient protection. 1 2

Despite the several months of battling, the Ilinden uprising was stifled in blood by the
ottoman military forces' Because of the gr.ui lorr", which iuffered the Organi zation,on l0thof December 1903 it officially announced the cessation of the revolutionary fire. The
meaning of the Ilinden uprising for the history of the Macedonian people is invaluable. It
signified the Macedonian national need to form its own state, but also showed the layout of
the forces within the Organization itself, in which could be powerfully felt the signs and the
influence of the Bulgarian irredentist conspiracy. Therefbre, afterthe stifling of the uprising,
the members of the Otganization begun again with new efforts in the process of renewing of
the vital organs of the otganization. However, in this period will also come to deep internal
discrepancies regarding the essential questions of the liberation movement, wherein two
streams were clearly distinguished. one of them stood for acceptance of a more democratic
structure and methods of the functioning of the organization, the troops of the organization
to be brought in a defensive position und to p..r.ir. the people and the activists from the
brutal repressions. The other stream considered that the exactly opposite should be done: to
revise the decisions from the Rila Congress from 1905 and to disband the organs of IMRO
elected at that time, to inspire the activities of the troops and, which is in the most direct

Crconle' 1982' (Declaration of'the internal organizotiott to rhe goverttntenr.\ o/'the Gt-eat port.er.r, ALtgu-st t903).
floxvrreHr 274,p.399 - 400.



opposition to the decision from the Rila Congress, the tasks of the Organization to be
equalized to the tasks of the Exarchate of the Bulgarian country. This second stream
succeeded to impose itself into the Macedonian revolutionary movement, and after a certain
period of tim^e caused the movement to fall under the complete Vrhovist influence of Todor
Alexandrov.l3

As a result to the fierce response by the Ottoman government to the Ilinden uprising,
under the pressure of the British public and with an intention to reinforce its place on the
Balkan, Great Britain in September 1903 started to perform an intense pressure over the
Ottoman Empire to improve the life of the local population in Macedonia.'o For this goal was
developed the Miirzsteg reform program from 21st of September 1903. With the Miirzsteg
Agreement the Russian tsar Nicholas II and the Austro-Hungarian emperor Francis Joseph
driven by their interests in the Balkan and aiming to maintain the status quo regarding the
Ottoman Empire, tried to improve the situation in Macedonia. The Miirzsteg program of
reforms was composed of nine articles in which, among the other things, it has been specified
that the civil agents of Austria and Russia, along with the general inspector Hilmi-Pasha, will
be taking accounts for the needs of the Christians, will perform surveillance to the
implementation of the reforms and will point out to if the local authorities do not respect the
law. It was also projected the introduction of a gendarmerie which would be consisted by a
foreign general and officers. The Ottoman Empire had to start with re-arranging of the
administration and judicial system, which at the same time was supposed to be opened for
admission of the Christians. After the situation in Macedonia calms down, the Empire was
obliged to change the borders of the administrative units in order to regroup them on ethnic
bases. 

ls

. Also, the Ottoman Empire had to compensate the damages caused in the process of
stifling of the uprising to the Christian refugees, to build new houses and to release the
villagers whose villagers were burnt from paying the one-year tax. ln the package of reforms
was also set the obligation for forming of one mixed commission created on a parity principle
to be consisted of Christians and Muslims, whose task was to research all the caused crimes
caused during the uprising and in the later disarrays. These draft-reforms were also supported
by the British government which proposed them to the Turkish sultan, who on 24th of
November 1903 generally accepted the plan, holding on to his right to negotiate regarding the
conduction of the program in details. It was envisioned: 1. Keeping Husein Hilmi-Pasha as a
main inspector of the three vilayets. For maintaining of the public peace he had the right
without a permission by the central government, to engage the army; 2. The Valijas
(governors) were obliged to respect the instructions of the general inspector; 3. Was also
planned a reorganization of the police and the gendarmerie with foreign instructors. In the
gendarmerie was planned to be included the Christians as well; 4. In the Christian villages as
padars were supposed to be appointed Christians; 5. Was given a general amnesty for all the
political prisoners; 6. For the establishing of a normal function of the local administration and
the institutions of the system, it was envisioned to be formed a separate budget for every

'-t Fo, more on this topic see: 36opuux 100:oduutt od ctt:nocanento ua BMPO u 90 zoduuu od !1-tuut)eut:xonto
rocnTaHlte, MAHy. Cxonje, 1994. p. 10.

'* "The most important role in the affirmation olthe Macedonian qucstion in Great Britain playcd the Balkan
committee (p.n. fornted in London, 1903, by the liberal emissary Noel Baxton. as a sroup for pressure over the
British governl'ncnt to decrease the danger of war on the Near East), whose plattbrm fbr activisl-r was plblished
in the proclamation 'Our Duty'to Macerlonia'. In this manifest u.as expressed the hope that Great Britain u,ill
play an imporlant role to resolve the Macedonian problem." See: flo,rjancxn, AHtroHoe. Xpncro. Or);::tut,sn rra
tr4tuudeucxotno Bo('tltarue eo Atrepuxu u Eeltona, l4cnopLrja, 1ll, l, Cr<onje, 196g, p.4_s.
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villayet respectively, under the control of the Ottoman bank; and 7. Was planned the
exchange of the tithe with the land tax. The implementation of the reforms started at the
beginning of 1904, when in Salonica arrived Nikolay Demerik and Heinrich Ritter Miller von
Rogai in a function of civil agents of the general inspector. The contradictions and the
different interests of the Great powers started to show during the division of the gendarmerie
sectors. The implementation of some of the regulations of the reforms was delayed for a long
time. Thus the question for the financial reforms was not intensified until the end of 1905
after the military-navy demonstration of the European powers in the Ottoman territorial
waters, and its final unraveling happened in i907. Similar was the destiny of the question for
the reforms in the judicial sphere.16

In this sense, especially significant for the following military clashes on this territory
was the Article 3 from the reform program, in which was projected a new administration
division on ethnic ground (i.e. millet), with which on the basis of the religious statistical
affiliation, for a short time, the neighboring Balkan countries would be inspired and
motivated for the drawing of the ethnographic maps over which by the end of the first decade
of the XX century will start to be discussed their own spheres of influence. For these reasons
Miirzsteg program in fact did not give any results, mainly because of the wrong approach of
the Great powers in the process of resolving of the Macedonian question, and therefore the
appetites of the Balkan countries increased even more in their aspirations for rearrangement
of the last Offoman province on the Balkan Peninsula. This also caused these countries to
develop a stronger chetnik activity, in order to rearrange their own spheres of interests.lT

The last serious attempt for the resolving of the Macedonian question happened in
June 1908, when Great Britain made a radical turnover in its external policy with its efforts
for giving autonomy to Macedonia. During the meeting between the British king Edward and
the Russian tsar Nicholas II in Reval on 9th and 10th of June 1908, the British side offered a
new solution for Macedonia, which meant for this region to gain autonomous administration
management. Also, a detailed plan was presented for its pacification. However, the outbreak
of the Young Turks Revolution stopped the realization of this project. Besides, the reahzation
of this plan encountered the resistance by Austro-Hungary and Germany. On the English-
Russian meeting in Reval, in 1908 was discussed the giving of the autonomy to the last
Turkish province on the Balkan, i.e. to Macedonia. This secret meeting of the Russian tsar
with the English king has.set in motion the reactionary streams in the Ottoman Empire, which
several months later in Salonica started the Young Turks riot.18

This historical moment will cause the crack between MRO and the Supreme
committee to become even deeper. Therefore, after the failed attempt to integrate the
Organization in the negotiations with the Young Turks, the Macedonian revolutionary Jane

rt' fopiuee, Basqo. PeQop"ttu 3a .vup u.ut r.tducttu)e Ha K(nr.O.lLtKtltont, 100 rolnrrn o1 Ea:rraucxure eojun,
nprno3l{ or IlayqHror co6r.rp olpxaH ua 3-4 reKCNrBpl{ 2012 rolnrra, Maxe;loHcxa axarerruja H[r HayK6 r{
y\rerHocrnl Crionje, 2013, p. 1 16.

" (AM) M 233 - crimes bulgares cctntt'e le.s gret's ortltodoxes tluns les t,ilayets mateclonierts.

'* "T}re British-Russian discussions in Reval caused serious conccrn in Constantinople. Beside the fact that no
program rvas published, still in the capital city of thc Ottoman En.rpire quickll.rvere spread the rumors that the
both powers soon will suggest autonomy for Macedonia and u'ith that through the isolation olAlbania u.ill be
reached a fir.ral withdrau'al of the Ottoman Empire fi'or.n Europe. This possibiiity clid not disturb only the
conservativc circles. but also the refbrmation porvers. The real result of their concer.ns, as u,ell as of the
accelerated adjustment of the positions of the Great pou,ers regarding the proposed rcfoln schcme, \,as the stafi
of the Young Turks revolution in Maccdonia and its spreading to\\.arcls Constantinople." - {ouee, Joeau,
Itfuxedrtutr.icttto(tlturnaucxo-pvcKlrmet.tdrrot'tr 1907 lg08,ApxueHaMaxeloHrja.Cxonje, 1994"p. 152.



Sandanski will form the National Federative Party, which was set in the concept of forming
of the Macedonian country within a South Slavic or Eastern federation.le

Already in the following year of 1909, all the reformation activities of the Great
powers on the terrain of ethnic Macedonia perished completely. In fact, on the stage stepped
the Balkan countries which started the preparations for the expulsion of the Ottoman Empire
and for redistribution of the Ottoman properties among themselves. With that the
Macedonian question was again suppressed in favor of the ambitions of the Balkan neighbors
for expansion and territorial extension of their own state borders. We already concluded that
with the Bucharest peace treaty was performed the dividing of the territory of ethnic
Macedonia between the Balkan neighbors - Greece, Bulgaria and Serbia. The results of this
Treaty contributed to the maneuvers of the positions of the Balkan countries before the
beginning of the World War I, with which they built their own interest for connecting with
the side which would enable the best chances for them to satisfu their national ambitions.

The Macedonian revolutionary movement after the failing of the Reval project will
find itself inside the whirlwind of the two Balkan Wars and the World War L In this period,
especially after the enactment of the Bucharest peace in 1913, the autochthonous Macedonian
revolutionary movement will suffer a great defeat, its protagonists will pay with their lives
because of their dedication to the struggle for creation of the Macedonian national state, or
they will be completely passivized because of the heavy psychological traumas which they
will suffer as a result to the outcome from the events of the Balkan wars. Because all of that,
MRO in this period will disappear almost completely. On the other side, its place will be
taken and filled by a completely changed version of the revolutionary organization, also
known as Alexandrovist IMRO, which in this period will act in accordance to the needs of
the Bulgarian court.

1. The Macedonian Question at the Versailles system l9lg.

The Versailles system, besides the signing of the peace pacts with the defeated
countries, focused its work also to the setting of the relations in the newly created countries.
It was necessary to be given guarantees for the basic human freedoms and rights of the ethnic
groups which with the new geostrategic reaffangement fell within the new territorial borders.

The general prevention required that a part of the main participants on the Conference
to advocate in favor the minority issues. In addition to that, the British delegation by the end
of April 1919 submitted a memorandum which accented the necessity of the newly formed
countries to protect the minorities on their states'territories. Therefore, on lst of May 1919,
the Council of the five brought the decision to form a Committee in which entered the
representatives of USA, Great Britain and France. The task of this Committee was to discuss
the intemational obligations of the new countries and to protect the rights of the minorities.
After a series of negotiations between the allied countries, the High council brought the
decision to form the Committee for new countries and protection of the minorities, or
Commission des Nouveaux Etats et des minorities.

The Committee started its work at the beginning of May 1919, and. already on 5th of
May the same year was brought the decision with which the questions for protection of the
minorities now covered the already formed national countries. From the aspect of the Balkan
events, except for the Kingdom of SCS which was a newly founded country, the already
formed national countries Bulgaria and Greece were obliged to respect the protection of the
minorities on their state territories.

totr4cnopuia 
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With this the problem of protection of the minorities gained an intemational character.
Under the same form was also included the discussion of the Macedonian question, and for it
to be placed on the agenda of the Conference was exceptionally a merit of the British
delegation.2o

As Miller witnessed to the Committee for new countries discussed about the ethnic
minorities which as a result of the Balkan wars and the World War I found themselves within
territorial borders of the Kingdom of SCS and the Kingdom of Greece. On the 31st Session of
the Committee which was held on 7th of July 1919 in the Ministry of foreign affairs - Quai
d'Orsay, in the presence of the delegates of France, USA, Great Britain, Italy and Japan, was
discussed the treaty with the Kingdom of SCS. On this occasion, according to Miller's
statement, was agreed only to be discussed about those minorities for which it was possible to
suggest that they have a necessity of a special treatment. On this session was also discussed
about the Macedonian question. In favor to it pleaded the Italian delegation, which suggested
that it would be desirable to be asked for introduction of a special administration system in
Vardar part of Macedonia. To this proposition decisively opposed France, which was known
to be a big supporter to the Serbian interests.

On the 33rd Session of the Committee for new countries held on 15th of July 1919 in
the Ministry of foreign affairs of France, beside the observation of the treaty with the
Kingdom of SCS, again was- discussed the Italian proposition for granting of an autonomous
status of Vardar Macedonia." With this the Italian delegate has pointed or,t to the importance
of securing the necessary guarantees for protection of the inhabitants of Macedonia, and
"especially for the Slavic population which is not Serbian".22 After the strategic tactics of the
French delegate regarding this question, it was decided that a written notice will be sent to the
delegation of SCS, along with the copy from the minority clauses from the treaty with
Poland, with a short explanation that they are afl indication for the nature of the general
clause with which the Serbian delegation was supposed to agree. On the same session was
agreed that a letter with the same content will be sent to the Greek delegates on the
Conference as well.

Already on the 35th Session with which presided the Committee for new countries on
18th of July 1919, from the preamble of the Treaty with the Kingdom of SCS the
Macedonian people were omitted. Regarding the territory which belonged in the state's
jurisdiction of the Kingdom of SCS was pointed out in the Annex (A), which Berthelot, as a
president of the Committee for new countries and protection of the minorities, sent to the
president of the Yugoslav delegation, Nikola Pasi6, on lgth of July 1919, that: without a
doubt it is necessary to be observed certain provisions which are referring to the rest of the
ethnic minorities (such as the Albanians, Macedonians, and in a general sense, the Muslim
population which exists in the state of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes). Regarding this, the
Committee would like to lmow the positions of the Yugoslav delegation regarding those
minorities and their organization, as well as regarding the provisions which already exist or

to "O,., the Paris Pcace Conferencc for the Maccdonian cluestion was discussecl exceptionallv r.vithin thc
Comn.rittee for new statcs and lbr protection of minorities, u.hich started its rvork in May 1919. Dunng the
t'esolving of this question u'ere observ'ed several propositions r.vhich can be seen in the Rccords of the
Comrr-rittec." See more in: Ilo,rjaHcru Arrgouor, Xpucro. Be,tuxtt ETtunctntrf a tr .ytaxedort(xonto t.tpauah€ Ha
[Ittpttt'xunta.uupolHctxou$epetrLlttjoeo l9]9tor)uuu,ApxneuaManclornija.Ci<onje. 1973.p.40.
2r In aclditiolt to the interest of this ltalian proposition, we rccon.utre nd the Annex (A), with the Draft of the
provisions fbr Macedonia. in: /ox.1.rretut1tr 3u Muxedonuju, edited bv Dr. Gelev Dimitar, Book I, Skopje,2008.
p. 244 - 215.
tt Ibici. p. zr3.
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which are in the process of obset'ving by the Serb-Croat-Slovene government, with which it is
sttpposed to be secttred the necessaryfreedom and protection of those minorities.23

ln the Annex (B) brought on the 35th Session from 18th of July 1919, which Berthelot
sent to the president of the Greek delegation in Paris, the Kingdom of Greece was obliged to
prepare a draft-treaty which was necessary to be signed between the Entente and Greece
regarding the rights of the minorities in Greece.2a Regarding Greece, the Committee did not
recognize a Macedonian minority within the Greek country; therefore the Macedonian ethnic
population was not counted among the minority groups for which it was obliged to pay
attention with the Annex.

At the same time with the events within the Committee, by the Macedonian
movement translated in the temporary representative office of the former United Internal
Macedonian Revolutionary Organization, to the conference was sent the archimandrite paul
Hristov, the general Vicar of Thrace, who had a task to stand for opening of the Macedonian
question.2s Pol Hristov on 10th of April l9l9 sent the Memorandum for autonomy of
Macedonia to Georges Clemenceau and to Lloyd George. At the same time, he asked irom
these high representatives to be heard aiming "personally, in the name of Maceclonia and the
Macedonian people, to submit his demands ".26 However, these efforts iemained unfulfilled,
because of the lack of interest by the side of the high representatives to hear out the
Macedonian representative.

Along with these events, in the definitive draft-treaty with the Kingdom of SCS, the
Committee for new countries presented an extensive report on 29th tf August 1919.
Regarding Macedonia, it was pointed out that no difference will be made between the old and
the new provinces. Also in the same report it was stated that by the British and Japan
delegation was given due importance of the statement within the documents with which the
Kingdom of SCS in its Constitution would proclaim the giving of local autonomy to
Macedonia, with which was specifically recommended that"it is not desirable to be imposed
a special regime", as it was demanded by the Italian delegation. Regarding this position, the
French delegation was decisively against any kind of autonomous alrangement of Macedonia
within the country of SCS, because it considered that this region is an object of the old
dispute between the Bulgarians, Greeks and Serbs, and such u, irrurg.*ent could inflict the
old rivalries among the Balkan countries and grow into another military clash between the
same subjects. France considered that in Macedonia a clearly defined nationality does not
exist, and that the citizens were divided into parties according to which they changed their
character as the new events came by.

According to the findings of Miller, the Committee for new countries on many
occasions thought it was necessary to perform an investigation whether in certain cases the
use of some special clauses was really necessary. The same necessity existed for the
Macedonian people as well. Regarding this point, there was an agreement among all the
members of the delegations, with an exception to the members of the French delegation.

Regarding Bulgaria, on the 36th Special session of the Committee for new countries,
held on 22nd of luly 1919, atthe behest of the Council of Five, the Treaty with Bulgaria was
prepared. In the main instruction given by the Council it was instructed: (quote) "Il est decide
qui la Comtnission des nouveaux Etats preparera pour insertion dans le Traite de paix avec

" Ibid. p.265.

'u Ibid. p.266.
:5 "This organization was createcl through the merging ol thc Seres ;eyolutionary organization, after the
assassination of Jane Sar.rdanski, and trMRO, at thc- beginnin-e of 1919.,.t" 

See more details in the letter of Pol Hristov to Geolge Clernenceau. as u,cll as in the letter with sirnilar content
to Loyd Gcorge, publishcd in: llo.rjaiicrn, (c1.r.r..), p. 92.
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la Bulgarie des clauses relatives a la protection des minorities dans ce pays".27 This
recommendation was important because of the changes and additions made in the Articles 3
and 6 of the treaty. With them Bulgariawas obliged: Bulgaria accepts and declares that as
Bulgarian citizens ipso facto and vtithotrt any formalities, will become all the people which
on the day of entrance intoforce of this Treaty have a permanent residence onlh" Bulgarian
territory, and which are not citizens of any other country.zs In addition to this also speak the
decisions on the 56th Session of the Committee, where it was confirmed the decision of the
Council of five that the pact with Bulgaria will not be signed unless it signs the Treaty for the
minorities first.2e

The protection of the minorities in the Kingdom of Greece, the high Council also has
assigned to compliance to the Committee of the new countries. As u ,"rporr. to the above
mentioned letter which was sent to the Greek delegates, on 19th of July tgtg from the Greek
representative Eleftherios Venizelos to the president of the Committee Philippe Berthelot, on
3 I st of July 19 1 9 was sent the Memorandum for the rights of the minorities in Greece. In the
submitted act to the Commission the Greek delegate Venizelos stated that the protection of
the minorities was secured in the newly added territories as well, because of whiih he d1d not
experience the necessity of an official guarantee by the winning powers. Hewever, he
initially accepted to be signed a general announcement with which G...." would be obliged
to protect the minorities. Venizelos stressed out that: "Having in consideration the possibility
in this Treaty to be inserted clauses regarding certain racial minorities which can be found in
Greece.. ' I submit to you the memorandum, whose reading I hope will assure your
Committee that in Greece not only the ethnic minorities enjoy thi same rights, freedoms and
protection as the majority does, but also have avery prlvitegeA treatmenlin certain affairs,
with special intemal or international texts". In the same letter, Venizelos claimed that: ..The
Greek government is firmly determined to expand the same regime in favor of the minorities
on the territories which are going to be annexed by Greece". For these reasons, Venizelos
was assuring Philippe Berthelot that they would not have any problem to a formal obligation
before the international representatives in Versailles regarding this question. However, also,
he was convincing him that regarding the territories which with the Versailles decisions were
included to the Kingdom of Greece: "thore will be serious inconveniences if in the planned
clauses of the Treaty are entered provisions analogous to those which are found in the
Articles 8 and 9 from the Treaty signed with Poland'i According to Venizelos, these clauses
in fact would not contribute with anything special regarding to the rights which ethnic
minorities in Greece_ "apparently" had and t[ey would oily regard to the: "endangerment of
the loyalty of the ethnic minorities towards the Greek state". therefore, Venizelos claimed
that: "These communities, as the Albanian groups before the very doors of Athens, which
today can use their own native language at home, while at the same time are adopting
perfectly to the legal order and who do not feel any need to create their own churches and
schools, if the corresponding clauses be entered in a public treaty, for certain they will be
exposed to machinations of the foreign propaganda)' Regarding the Macedonian ethnic
presence, Venizelos wrote in the letter that: "The same reasons are used a fortiori to the
Slavic communities in Macedonia, where the racial hatred is especially resurgent through the
systematic propaganda organized and supported by the Bulgarians".'d In addltion, the breek
representative sent to the president of the Committee for new countries and rights of the

27 
ltransl ; "It is decidecl in tl.rc Peace Treaty, by the Cornmittee for Neu. States to bc entered provisions whicli

are refbrring to the rninorities in this counrr.v,,. Ibid. p. 26g.
t* Ibid. p.269.
t' 

See Annex 1A) of the Fitty-sixth sessior.r, in: ,\ox1,.rreuntu ta MoxedouLla,Dr.Geiev Dimitar... (q.w.), p. 425.'' lbid. p. 321 - 322.
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minorities, Philippe Berthelot, a Memorandum for the rights of the minorities in Greece.In
the Memorandum, which was structurally divided into four parts, Venizelos suggested the
setting of the following contractual clauses referring to the minority issues in the Kingdom of
Greece: 1. civilian andpolitical equality;2. religious freedom;3. freedom of education, and
4. the mountain Athos. Regarding the first clause of the Memorandum, the Greeks stated that:
"By the power of the Article 3 of the Constitution, 'The Greeks are equal before the law' and
the same 'can be elected for every public functions"'. This provision, as it was wriffen, was
exercised over all the Greek subjects, regardless of their race or religion. Further in the
Memorandum was stated that: "The principle of complete civil and political equality,
confirmed with the Constitution, finds its base in the conventional law of Greece: the London
protocol from 3'd of February 1830 is referring to the different religions; the Treaty from 29tn
of March 1864, with which the Ionian islands are annexed to Greece envisions its use on
these islands as well; the Treaty of Constantinople from 31't of May 1881 (Article 3), which
is referring to the annexy of Thessaly and the Treaty of Athens from 1'tof November 1913
(Article 11 paragraph 2), which is referring to the annexation of Macedonia, Epirus and the
Islands, formally provide that the citizens of the territories annexed by Greece 'will enjoy
complete civil and political rights, as well as the original inhabitants"'. As an example to this
treatment of the minorities in the Kingdom of Greece, Venizelos in the Memorandum points
out that: "Regarding the certain minorities, this principle was used on a very privileged way.
That was the case with the Jews from Salonica, until the last war, which although completely
enjoy all the civil and political rights, they were deprived of them, not by the force of a
formal act, but simply by the demand of their supreme priest, from every kind of military
service, and in the last war they were recruited in a very limited amount, and even then, only
in the supporting services of the amy." Also in the Memorandum was stated that the same
principle was used regarding the Muslims. Regarding the freedom of education, in the third
part of the Memorandum for the rights of the minorities in Greece, was stated that the same
principle was planned also in the Article 16 of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Greece.
Here it was highlighted that "the practicing of this freedom was enabled to all the citizens of
the Kingdom, even to the foreigners, in the widest and most liberal sense". After the listing
which followed, in which were described the examples with the Jewish, Muslim, Catholic
and Kucovlachos schools, at the end of this part, Venizelos pointed out that: "The Albanians
also can open special schools, but they have never taken that possibility into consideration,
because they have pure Hellenic feelings and they wish their children, even if they use the
Albanian language at home, to have a pure Greek education. The same right is finally given
to the Slavic communities in Macedonia, which also before the union of this province with
Greece already had organized their own schools."3l

On 28th of August 1919 it was ordered to Greece to take care of the educational
process on the local level in order to be implemented the language of the majority of the
population. Venizelos made a sharp reaction against this, after which the Committee
decisively demanded that this was necessary to be done by Greece. After several months of
negotiations with the Greek delegation, with the decision of 3rd of November 1919 it was
decided that the Treaty with the Kingdom of Greece will be confirmed.

Greece, despite the Treaty for the minorities, succeeded to impose before the High
council its plan for reciprocal exchange of the population between itself and the Bulgarian
Empire. To Greece the native Slavic population was a burden which the country did not
identify as Macedonian, but it was in most numerous in the annexed region of Aegean
Macedonia, ever since the time of the Bucharest peace treaty from 1913. Greece

i' 
See the integral text of the Mcmoranclum fbr rights olthe minorities in Greecc, Ibitl. p. 323 - 327
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accomplished its intention before the Committee to push its idea, through which the country

considered that the compactness of the Macedonian ethnic population will be shattered,

thusly paralyzing any possibility of a future annexation of the entire territory of ethnic

Macedonia. In this regard, the Committee formed a special subcommittee which presided

specially for this question. As a main clause in the preparations of this treaty fot voluntary

exchange of population was projected that the emigration of the population from the seaside

part of Macedonia and Thrace in the Bulgarian Empire is to be performed by their own will
and freely in a timeframe of four years from the day of entry into force of the Treaty' The

Committee considered that the problem of the exchange of populations should be extended to

all the Balkan countries. It was agreed that the same clauses will be written in the Treaty with
Turkey as well, and the same also referred to the special treaties which were to be signed with
Serbia and Greece. Thusly was found the legal foundation over which the inhabitants of
Serbia, Greece, Bulgaria and Turkey could declare their desire to emigrate into any of these

countries. Also, it was guaranteed that it was allowed the choice of the country can be done

by the will of the people.
These suggestions which were officially released by the Committee were accepted by

the High council on 4th of September I9I9. To them the Greek representative.submitted a

draft-treaty regulating the exchange, in which it was explicitly highlighted that the people

who will emigrate will lose the citizenship of the country which they are leaving and become

citizens of the country in which they arrive. On the 52nd session of the Committee for new

countries held on 15th of September 1.919 it was decided that all the problems regarding the

ownership and nationality will be regulated with the Annex (C) and thusly the same will be

implemented in the Article 56 from the Bulgariantreaty.
However, a problem emerged regarding the participation of the Kingdom of SCS in

the Treaty, which brought into question the signing of the Treaty for voluntary exchange of
populations between the Kingdom of Greece and the Bulgarian Empire as well. Because of
that, the activity of the subcommittee got prolonged, up until the 61st session of the

Committee on 17th of November 1919 when it was again discussed on the subject, after

which a report was prepared to the High council asking for its proclamation regarding the

offered solutions.
On 19th of November 1919 the High council declared positively regarding the Treaty

and the same was sent to the delegations of Greece and Bulgaria, with an indication within 48

hours they should sign it between themselves. The ratification of this treaty by the winning
powers was set to be done later.

The Bulgarian delegation made a remark regarding the citizenship status which

offered the right of choice. It was stated that at the given moment inside the Bulgarian

Empire there were more than 400.000 refugees from Macedonia which demanded their return

in their native hearths. These citizens still had the status of Ottoman subjects. Therefore,

Bulgaria demanded that the status of these people should be resolved before anything else.

The Committee, regarding this question, stated that it was not recommended that a clause

should be entered for these refugee groups within the general Treaty with the Bulgarian
Empire, however, after the intervention of the British delegation it was suggested that these

ethnic groups should also enter the composition of the jurisdiction of the Treaty for voluntary

exchange of population.
About this issue it was again discussed on the 55th session of the Committee for new

states on 28th of October 1919. It was questionable how to be resolved the issue regarding

the subjects. Therefore, on the 59th session of the Committee held on 13th of November

1919, because of the rejection of the Kingdom of SCS to sign the Treaty for exchange of
population, it was decided that the Treaty for voluntary exchange of population will be signed

only between the Kingdom of Greece and the Bulgarian Empire

1.4



On the 62nd session of the Committee held on 24th of November 1919 was confirmed
the signing of the Treaty for voluntary exchange of population between the Kingdom of
Greece and the Bulgarian Empire. This act of the Balkan countries, along with the winning
powers, meant that the legitimacy was given to the disunion, denationalizatron and
assimilation of the Macedonian people. Through the treatment of the Macedonian question in
the context of the national aspirations of the neighboring countries, it was de-legitimi zed, the
right of Macedonians for self-determination, which in fact was the basic proclamation which
represented the Versailles system.

In 1919 it became clear that the resolving of the Macedonian question did not receive
a serious unraveling in the frames of this international institution. The struggle for the
creation of a Macedonian country was defeated by the selfish expansionism of its Balkan
neighbors.32

The consequence of the Balkan wars and the World War I was the territorial dividing
of ethnic Macedonia. After the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the territory of Macedonia
was divided among Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria, an act of the Balkan countries which,
instead of being sanctioned has received an approval, with the confirmation of their
legitimacy made with the treaties introduced by the Versailles world order. Divided with the
state borders, after 1919 the Macedonian nation was submitted to a severe economic
exploitation, political deprivation, national non-recognition and oppression, with a final goal -
to be ethnically liquidated.

In essence, the Macedonian question was not recognized as an ethnic problem
because the conditions from the past and the powerful propaganda machines of the three
neighboring countries - Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria, made the efforts to make the impression
before the world public that the Macedonian ethnicity did not exist, while Macedonia was
mainly treated as a geographical term, and the ethnic origin of the population on the
Macedonian territory was considered exclusively as a "lost herd", i.e. as a nation which is
either Serbian, Greek or Bulgarian. On the account of this situation during the entire period
between the wars, the Serbs, Greeks and the Bulgarians were unified around the position
through which they denied the existence of the separate Macedonian identity. Serbia named
the Macedonians in the Vardar part "South Serbs", Bulgaria claimed that the Macedonians
were nothing else but purely Bulgarian people, and Greece entitled the Macedonians to be
"Slavophonic Greeks", before finally giving them the name "Bulgarians".33 These conditions,
confirmed with the Versailles decisions as well, forced the Macedonians to leave behind their
homes in the Aegean and Vardar part of Macedonia, and to head for Bulgaria and the other
parts of the world, because with the Versailles system, for a second time within one decade,
the Macedonian people were divided and disunited. The Macedonian question fell under the
shadow of the oblivion by the great European powers which were the creators and signers of
the aforementioned international treaties. The act of the signing of the Paris peace treaties for
the Macedonian question had two fundamental meanings. The first meaning was consisted in
the fact that with the Paris peace treaties, besides the other decisions, was performed the
revision of the Bucharest peace treaty from 1913 and with their decisions were Lemented on a

i2 "starting tiom this insight. Gjorche Petrov concluded that 'Macedor.ria" during the times of fieedom and
independenc-v. in its wholetress and u.ith Salonica as its center, off-ers t'irst of all, incomparable economic
advantages betbre all the others, political resolutions of the lVlacedonian question, and especially before its
dismembcment. which alone drau,s irrpossible political ancl cconor.lric borders in rnany diflerelt r.vays f'or
Macedonia. and breaks the unbreakably connectecl regions in an economic regard'." - Ilanlcscru, Mauol * Cr.
fop\e llarrrrtt stt.ttuxer)ctucKotlTo tlpdlLtotbe u Muxer)ouc'xutttu dptruea eo 1919,:oi)uuu,flprlen, 1974. p. 58tt Rossos' Andrerv. The Briti.th Foreign O//ic'e ancl ll4ac'eclonian l\iutional kletttit.v, lglB - tgll,slavicReview,
vol. 53, 2" 1994. p.9.
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long term the territorial gains of the Balkan countries, on the account of the creation of the
Macedonian country. The second meaning was consisted in the fact according to which the
formal-legal Macedonian national minority, with the decisions from Versailles, was not
recognized. This was mainly due to the fact that the great powers did not take into
consideration the creation of the Macedonian state, because of the territorial interests of the
neighboring monarchies, i.e. Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria and Albania. For those reasons, on the
base of the Convention for exchange of populations between Greece and Bulgaria signed on
28th of November 1919, more than 35.000 ethnic Macedonians "voluntarily" were evicted
from the region known as Aegean Macedonia into Bulgaria. With the Treaty from Lausanne
from24th of June 1923, around 45.000 Macedonians with Muslim confession, also from the
Aegean part of Macedonia under the Greek authority, were forever moved out into Turkey.
According to the statistical markers of the demographic picture of Aegean Macedonia, in
1939 around 320.000 people belonged to the Macedonian ethnicity.

Compared to the Greek emigrants, which especially after the adoption of the Acts for
the agrarian reform which were adopted in the Bulgarian Empire in 192011921, unsatisfied by
the new conditions, in the most of their number moved into Greece; the Macedonians,
especially those who lived near the border with the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, decided not to
move out. Although not very drastically, a change in the ethnic composition of the population
in the. Vardar part of Macedonia was affempted to be done by the Serbian government as

well.3a Its assimilatory treatment towards the Macedonian plople in the Vardar part of
Macedonia, this govemment performed with the conduction of a harsh repression over the
Macedonians, as well as with the colonization of the Serbian migrants from different parts of
the Kingdom of SCS.3s

The dividing of Macedonia led to a change into the Macedonian national
revolutionary movement. This unnatural territorial dividing contributed to the separation in
the ideological matrix of the autochthonous Macedonian movement and the same became
layered into two opposed sides. The first melted into the ideological and political goals of the
Bulgarian society, while the other remained to struggle for the primary idea in very
unfavorable conditions.

In this condition, the Macedonian question patiently waited for the next chance to be
te-actualized, until the ASNOM held on 2nd of August 1944. It was exactly then where the
statesmanship vision, which the Macedonian people carried throughout all the changes and
destiny's temptations, got its expressive form with the creation of federal Macedonia within
the borders of the A\/NOJ Yugoslavia. During the entire period from the emergence of the
Macedonian question and throughout all the processes which this question went through,
during the social and political conditions within it existed and shaped itself, this question
developed and struggled throughout a really wide specter of possibilities. Starting from the
demands for autonomy, until the versions for federal or confederal constitutionalizing, all the
attempts made for the solution of this question had their influence which led into the unifying
into the one antifascist block during the World War II, in which the Macedonian people on
the plenary session of ASNOM won its first great battle for statesmanship, therefoie gaining
a chance to finally start the process of resolving the Macedonian question.

This process lasts to the present day.

't' *Tl,e Kingtlont of Greec'a o.//eretl its plun.fbr ext'honge o/ popttlution also to the Kirtgtlont ol SCS beculse it
vvantetl to get rid of the enlire Slavit: populcttiort tts ntttch us it y,ct.t possible. hoyt,et:er, SCS tlenietl this
propositiott." - JosaHoeuK, M. Joealr, lrtnto:romt'xcr utnopttjct Hoec Ecponc, tglE - t938,I,Ecorpal. 1938. p.
98.

"5 Arou,ld 70% olth<; total army and gendanneric olthc Kingdom of SCS. was sct in Varclar Macedonia.
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